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Abstract
In this research, we investigate the collective decision and analyze its emergent properties. We especially provide the
evolutionary explanations of the collective decision motivated by the works of the theory of complex systems. A
complex system, as a collective designation for large-scale and complex nonlinear systems, is defined as the group of a
large number of self-interested agents. The collective behavior that emerged from the local and purposive interactions
with self-interested agents is investigated as complex systems. We model the decision-making problems of agents with
selfish-motivations. We classify rational decisions of agents into several categories according to their personal attributes.
We also provide models for describing and analyzing collective behavior in the long run, and show the complex and
interesting collective behavior which emerges through the interactions with agents with heterogeneous micromotives.
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1. Introduction
     An agent’s behavior is called purposive behavior, if it is based on the notion of having preference, pursuing a goal,
or maximizing his interest. The goal or purpose of an agent relates directly to other agents. Therefore, their behaviors
are constrained by an environment consisting of other agents who are also pursuing their goals or interests. We call this
type of behavior “contingent behavior”, which also depends on what others are doing. We consider the interaction that
each agent (component) adapts to other agents (components) as shown in Fig.1. In this figure what agents do affects
what other agents do. In these situations, an agent's behavior or choice depends on the behavior or the choices of other
agents, and which usually do not permit simple summation or extrapolation to the aggregate [8]. To make the
connection we usually have to look at the interaction between agents and their environment, that is, between agents and
other agents or between agents and the collective.
     In this paper, we formulate each agent's local decision as a problem in a game, and provide a unified model for
investigating collective behavior. We especially provide evolutionary explanations of the collective decision motivated
by the works of the evolutionary game [9]. The evolutionary consideration is also taken to model the dynamics of the
collective decision. The growing literature on evolutionary models, however, treats agents as automata, merely
responding to changing environments without deliberating about their own decision [7]. Within the scope of our model,
we include models which agents make deliberate decisions by applying rational procedures that guide their reasoning
about what to do and also how to decide.
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Fig.1: Collective decision of a group of agents with micromotives



2. Decision-Making Problems of Agents with Micromotives
     The question whether it is possible for an organization of agents to achieve both their independent goals and a
common goal has been addressed in many fields [4][7]. By a common goal, we mean that it is achievable for a group
and that it requires cooperation. The key element that distinguishes a common goal from an agent's individual goal is
collective action. Decision-making in an organization is a dynamic process, and the actions of each member must be
coordinated to achieve globally consistent and good solutions. However, the communication is limited to interactions
among members. Thus, the coordination is always an important consideration, and the coordination process which each
member has a specialized representation of his characteristics can be deployed parallel in a manner.
     In organizational activities, two types of activities may occur: all members can learn as an organization, on the
other hand, each member can learn by adjusting his views and actions. For the individual, he can learn to improve his
decision-making skills based on his own observation and experiences. At the cooperative stage, they can put forward
their learnt knowledge for consideration by others using their own local experiences. Cooperation would require the
exchange of knowledge among agents. As a group, interactions take effect in the form of (1) better coordination (2)
more efficient task and resource allocation. The improved coordination can be achieved by sharing common knowledge.
The task and resource allocation process can be improved the specialized agents by learning the individual
characteristics. Improved coordination can be also achieved by sharing knowledge or by more efficient communication
among members. Coordination is necessary to that the work is carried out in time and that no conflicts arise.
Communication is necessary to that the information or results are known and accessible. And knowledge sharing is
necessary to support the exchange of data, and results to be available in one place with others.
     An intelligent behavior is also a social phenomenon. In order to understand individuals’ intelligent behavior they
must be observed and analyzed within its social and cultural environment [4]. In this section, we formulate the decision-
making problem of each agent as a game. Every agent behaves so that his interest or incentive is not jeopardized, and he
is driven by a selfish motivation that leads him to behave with based on the principle of individual optimality. Agents
are also selfish in the sense that they only do what they want to do and what they think according to their own best
interests, their motivations, and the environment. We consider an organization of agents with selfish interests, and they
are motivated in order to maximize their own utility. They necessarily have different sets of goals, motivations,
cognitive states by virtue of their different histories, the different resources they use, or different settings they
participate in, and so on. In an organization, each agent cannot simply perform his decision without considering what
decisions other agents are making.
     Collective decision problems, however, pose difficult quandaries for communities, which is social, economic, or
organizations. Members of the group that want to attain a common goal may be tempted to benefit from the common
goal without playing his own role if the gain for collaborating is less than the cost. There is a long history of interest in
such social dilemmas of this type in many fields [2][3].
     We especially observe the phenomena such as how each agent’s rational decision combines with the decisions of
the others to produce the macro behavior and some unanticipated results. We especially investigate the long-run
behavior of collective decisions where a finite number of agents are repeatedly matched to play a stage game by
adjusting their decision over time. As shown in Fig.2, at any given moment, a small fraction of the population is
exogenously given opportunities to observe the exact distribution in the group, and to take the best response against it.
We assume that there are many numbers of random matches within each time period, so that each agent’s average
payoff in that period is equal to the expected payoff. There are two features distinguish our approach from traditional
approach [3]. First, each agent is not assumed to be rational. Second, each agent is not assumed to be knowledgeable
enough to correctly anticipate the other agents’ choices. It cares only about the distribution of behavioral pattern of
agents in an organization.
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Fig.2: The modeling of a decision problem of an agent in an organization

      We consider an organization of agents }1;{ NiAG
i

≤≤= , in which each agent has the following two strategies:

1S  : votes for, 2S : votes against

  The other agents
Agent iA

)(tp
1S

)(1 tp−
2S

1S 1
iU 2

iU

2S 3
iU 4

iU

Table 1. The payoff matrix

The proportion of agents in the organization who vote for at the time t is denoted by )1)(0(),( ≤≤ tptp  and the
proportion of agents who vote against is denoted by )(1 tp− . The associated payoff for each strategy is given as shown

in Table.1. The expected utilities of Agent iA  if he votes for ( 1S ) and votes against ( 2S ) are given as follows:

  21
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2 ))(1()()( iii UtpUtpSU −+=                                                               (2.1)

He makes his decision to vote for ( 1S ) if

       4321 ))(1()())(1()( iiii UtpUtpUtpUtp −+≥−+                                                   (2.2)

And otherwise be votes against. By rearranging (2.2) we have

       )/()()( 324124
iiiiii UUUUUUtp −−+−≥                                                            (2.3)

Then, his rational strategy is described as the function of the common knowledge )(tp of and his private

attributes 321 ,, iii UUU and 4
iU as follows:

    (I)   )/()()( 324124
iiiiii UUUUUUtp −−+−≥ : votes for

    (II)  )/()()( 324124
iiiiii UUUUUUtp −−+−< : votes against                                             (2.4)

The parameters in the payoff matrix in Table1 are also given as follows:

        iiiU βα +=1 , iiU α=2 , 03 =iU , iiU β=4                                                        (2.5)

where iα represents the preference order of Agent iA . If 0>iα , Agent iA  personally prefers to vote for, and the

value of iα  represents his preference level. On the other hand, if 0<iα , Agent iA  prefers to vote against. The

parameter )0(>iβ  represents the Agent iA ’s the preference regarding to level that his decision is consistent with the



group decision. Using the relation in (2.5), the value of the right hand side of (2.3) can be given as

iiiiiiiiiiii θβαααββαβααβ ≡−=−=−++− 2/)/1(2/)()/()(                                       (2.6)

We define iθ  as the threshold of Agent iA . Then his rational decision rule in (2.4) is also given as follows:

    (I)   itp θ≥)( :　votes for

    (II)  itp θ<)( : votes against                                                                 (2.7)

  As an example, we consider Agent A and Agent B with different internal attributes or thresholds. Since the parameter

Aα  is negative, Agent A has the motivation to vote against. On the other hand, since Bα  is positive, Agent B has the

motivation to vote for. Let us suppose )(tp , the proportion of agents in the organization of G  who vote for at the time

period t , is given at the level of 1p . Since the threshold value Aθ  of Agent A is greater 1p , according to the rational

decision rule in (2.7), he will decide to vote against. However, if )(tp  goes up to 2p , then he changes his minds and

he decides to vote for. Similarly, at 1)( ptp = , Agent B will decide to vote for. However, if )(tp  goes down at the level

of 3p , then he will change his minds and he decided to vote against.

     These observations imply that the rational decision of each agent can be characterized not only by his preference,
(his own internal attributes) but also by the common knowledge )(tp . The common knowledge )(tp , that represents
the status of the collective decision, provides a significant effect on each agent’s a rational decision.
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Fig.3: The characterization of the rational decision rule of each agent

3. Emergent Properties of Collective Decision and The Bandwagon Effect
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Fig.4: Classification of agent types from their personal characteristics



From the rational decision rule in (2.7), we can classify agents into the following three types:
(1) The hard core of type1

   If Agent iA ’s internal attributes satisfy the relation characteristics ii αβ < , he always votes for ( 1S ) without

regard to the other agent’s decisions. We define this type of agent as the hard core of voting for ( 1S ).

(2) The hard core of type2

   If Agent iA ’s internal characteristics ii βα ≤− , he always votes against ( 2S ) without regard to other agent’s

decisions. We define this type agent is the hard core of voting against ( 2S ).

(3) The opportunistic agent

  If Agent iA ’s internal characteristics ii βα < , he will change his rational decision depending on how the other

agents decide. We define this type agent as opportunistic.

     We denote the number of agents who have the threshold value of iθ  in the organization G  by )( in θ .

  We also define the accumulated distribution pattern of the threshold as follows.

Nnf
i

i /)()( ∑=
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θθ 　　　               　　　　　　　　　　　　　                           　   　　(3.1)

Then, the portion of the agents in the organization G  whose thresholds are less than θ  is given by
NfF /)()( θθ = 　　       　　　　　　　　　　　　　  　　　　　　　　                             　 　(3.2)

     We now describe the dynamic evolutionary process of studying collective behavior that emerged from the mutual
interactions and cultural scenarios. The proportion of agents who vote for at the time period t  is given as )(tp . By the
definition of the accumulated function )(θF  in (3.2), and the rational decision rule in (2.7) we have the following
dynamics, the proportion of agents who vote for at the t-th period is then given by ))(( tpF . Then, the dynamic change
of )(tp  is given as follows:
          ))(()1( tpFtp =+ 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                        　　　　　　                   (3.3)
The collective decision at equilibrium is characterized by the fixed point of the accumulated distribution function,
which is defined by

          )( ** pFp =                                                                          (3.4)

　   The decision process is guided by the self-interest seeking of each agent. The mechanism has a strong similarity
to the nature of a self-organizing and growing process [5]. The growth starts from the set of the unstructured decision,
with many different types of self-interested agents, and the local interactions. They are let to self-organize into the
whole collective decision by establishing some stable collective decision as a whole.
     As a specific example, we consider the distribution pattern of the threshold as given in Fig.5 (a). Its accumulated
function defined by (3.2) is given in Fig.5 (b). From Fig.5 (a), we know that, there are two stable equilibria E1 and E3

and one unstable equilibrium E2. For instance, we consider two types of organizations, G1 and G2. The initial proportion
of types of agents of the organization G1 is given the point, which is slightly less than the point described by E2 .The
collective decision of the organization G1 converges to E1. The initial proportion of types of agents in the organization
G2 is given at the point that is slightly greater than the point described by E2. The collective decision of G2 converges to
E3. In these two organizations, however, there exists only a small difference for the distribution patterns of threshold.
However, at those two equilibria, we can observe the completely different collective decisions. At equilibrium E1 of the
organization G1, every agent votes against, at equilibrium E3 of the organization G2, however, every agent votes for.
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   Fig.5 (a): The distribution pattern of the thresholdθ      Fig.5 (b): The convergence and the properties of
                                                          collective decision

4. The Group Diversity and Characterization of Collective Decisions
     We now characterize the collective decision of an organization of heterogeneous agents with different
micromotives. In the previous section, we showed that herougeous agents with different thresholds are classified into
three types, the hard core of type1, the hard core of type2, and the opportunistic of type3. Agents of the hard core type1
choose the strategy 1S without regard to the agents’ decisions. Agents of the hard core type2, on the other hands, always
choose the strategy 2S , without regard to the agents’ decisions. The opportunistic agents change their rational decisions
depending on how the other agents may decide.
     We now consider the distribution pattern as shown in Fig.6 (a). The organization with this distribution pattern of
the threshold is characterized by the hard core of type1 and type2 being the main members of the organization. Its
accumulated function is obtained as shown in Fig.6 (b). There are one stable equilibrium E2 and two unstable equilibria
E1 and E3. In this case, starting from any initial position, the collective decision always converges to the equilibrium E2.
We can characterize this type of organization as very stable.
     In Fig.7 (a), we show another distribution function of the threshold. This distribution function is characterized as
the organization of the hard core of type1, since they share the majority of the organization. The collective decision of
this organization is given as the fixed point of Fig.6 (a), and at this equilibrium everybody votes for. In Fig.8 (a), many
agents of the hard core of type2 join the organization. The collective decision is obtained from Fig8 (b), and everybody
votes against in this case.
     By comparing the collective decision in Fig.5 (b), we can characterize the role of the hard core as follows: If the
members of the hard core of type1 or type2 join the organization with the distribution pattern of the threshold as given
in Fig.5 (a) their decision becomes decisive. Collective decision also does not depend on the initial condition. From this,
an agent of the hard core is said to be stabilizing agent.
     Let us suppose that some opportunistic agents join the organization with the distribution function of threshold
given in Fig.6 (a) and its new distribution pattern is given in Fig.9 (a). The collective decision is obtained as the fixed
point of the accumulated function in Fig.9 (b), and then there exist many equilibria and it becomes uncertain which
equilibria can be realized. By comparing the result with Fig.6 (b), by joining opportunistic agents, the collective
decision becomes unstable. From this, an opportunistic agent is said to be a destabilizing agent.
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5.Conclusion
  In this paper, we investigated the collective behavior of an organization that consists of many heterogeneous agents.
Each agent was modeled to be rational in that he sought to optimize his own interest. We obtained the relation between
each agent's rational decision (micro behavior) and the collective decision (macro behavior) as the nonlinear dynamics.



We also provided a methodology for characterizing the nonlinear dynamics between micro and macro behavior.
Sometimes the analysis of the collective behavior was difficult, and it was inconclusive. But even an inconclusive
analysis warned against jumping to conclusions about the behavior of aggregates from what one knows or can guess
about agent interests or motivations, or jumping to conclusions about agent intentions from the observations of
aggregates. In general, results were surprising. How well each agent did in adapting to his social environment was not
the same as how to satisfy a social environment. Therefore we also discussed how to manipulate the collective decision.
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